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1 Summary
This two-day course combines coverage of the latest version of the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI)
Recommendations for the encoding of digital text with hands-on practical exercises in their application.

Participants should be be broadly familiar with the idea of marking up text, with (for example) some
experience of producing HTML web pages, or of traditional scholarly editing.

At the end of the course we hope to have given you:

1. a good grounding in the theoretical issues underlying the use of text markup, XML in particular;

2. an understanding of the purpose and principles of the Text Encoding Initiative;

3. a review of the full range of modules constituting the TEI’s current Recommendations;

4. an understanding of how the TEI scheme can be customized for particular applications, and
internationalizated for different languages.

We will also aim to provide you with practical experience in:

• using online tools to build, verify, and document a TEI-conformant schema

• using XML editing software to

– create new encoded texts

– standardize existing digital texts

• using a variety of web-based and desktop tools to display and analyse TEI documents

The structure for the workshop is as follows:

SessionTopic Exercise
1: Why and how do we encode texts? Basic

choices and decisions. Making a docu-
ment analysis.

Deciding what to encode in a document.
Working from a few sample pages, choose
which components to record.

2: Introduction to the TEI, its class system,
default text structure, and core elements
and header. Exploring the TEI landscape
with Roma.

Work with TEI Roma application to create a
schema for the document.; Editing real XML:
encode a page of the text using the schema
created above.

3: The TEI header and bibliographies Editing the text to improve the metadata.
4: Facsimiles: linking the text to images Using the image markup tool to link text and

pictures.
5: Names, people and places in the text Editing the text to mark up names and places.
6: Accessing TEI texts. Untangling the

XML markup and extracting what you
need; introducing standards such as
XPath, XSLT, and XQuery

Using XPath and TEI XSL stylesheet from
within oXygen to access the data we have
recorded
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2 Resources Catalogue
2.1 TEI Resources
Current events - TEIWiki http://www.tei-c.org/wiki/index.php/Current_events

Roma: generating validators for the TEI http://www.tei-c.org/Roma/

TEI @ Sourceforge http://tei.sourceforge.net/

TEI Guidelines TOC http://www.tei-c.org/release/doc/tei-p5-doc/en/html/index-toc.html

TEI P5: Guidelines for Electronic Text Encoding and Interchange http://www.tei-
c.org/release/doc/tei-p5-doc/en/html/index.html

TEI Wiki: Tools Category http://www.tei-c.org/wiki/index.php/Category:Tools

TEI: Join the TEI http://www.tei-c.org/Membership/join.xml

TEI: Learn the TEI http://www.tei-c.org/Support/Learn/

TEI: P5 Guidelines http://www.tei-c.org/Guidelines/P5/

TEI: Projects Using the TEI http://www.tei-c.org/Activities/Projects/

TEI: Special Interest Groups (SIGs) Mailing Lists http://www.tei-c.org/Activities/SIG/

TEI: Stylesheets http://www.tei-c.org/Tools/Stylesheets/

TEI: Text Encoding Initiative http://www.tei-c.org/index.xml

TEI: Tutorials http://www.tei-c.org/Support/Learn/tutorials.xml

TEIWiki - Main Page http://www.tei-c.org/wiki/index.php/Main_Page

2.2 W3Schools Tutorials
DTD Tutorial http://www.w3schools.com/dtd/default.asp

W3C Tutorial http://www.w3schools.com/w3c/default.asp

W3C XML Pointer, XML Base and XML Linking http://www.w3.org/XML/Linking

XLink and XPointer Tutorial http://www.w3schools.com/xlink/default.asp

XML Schema Tutorial http://www.w3schools.com/schema/default.asp

XML Tutorial http://www.w3schools.com/xml/default.asp

XPath Tutorial http://www.w3schools.com/xpath/default.asp

XQuery Tutorial http://www.w3schools.com/xquery/default.asp

XSLT Tutorial http://www.w3schools.com/xsl/default.asp
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2.3 Related W3C Specifications
Cascading Style Sheets http://www.w3.org/Style/CSS/

Extensible Markup Language (XML) http://www.w3.org/XML/

The Extensible Stylesheet Language Family (XSL) http://www.w3.org/Style/XSL/

W3C HTML http://www.w3.org/html/

W3C Internationalization (I18n) Activity http://www.w3.org/International/

W3C Math Home http://www.w3.org/Math/

W3C XHTML2 Working Group Home Page http://www.w3.org/MarkUp/

W3C XML Query (XQuery) http://www.w3.org/XML/Query/

W3C XML Schema http://www.w3.org/XML/Schema

World Wide Web Consortium - Web Standards http://www.w3.org/

2.4 Related Mailing Lists
LISTSERV 15.0 - TEI-L List at LISTSERV.BROWN.EDU http://listserv.brown.edu/archives/cgi-

bin/wa?A0=tei-l

Mailing Lists for eXist http://sourceforge.net/mail/?group_id=17691

TEI: Special Interest Groups (SIGs) Mailing Lists http://www.tei-c.org/Activities/SIG/

XSL-List http://www.mulberrytech.com/xsl/xsl-list/

2.5 Other Tools and Resources
Apache Cocoon http://cocoon.apache.org/

Apache FOP http://xmlgraphics.apache.org/fop/

Apache Xindice http://xml.apache.org/xindice/

Free XML Tools http://www.garshol.priv.no/download/xmltools/

Open Source Native XML Database http://exist.sourceforge.net/

RELAX NG http://www.thaiopensource.com/relaxng/

The SAXON XSLT and XQuery Processor http://saxon.sourceforge.net/

The UVic Image Markup Tool Project http://tapor.uvic.ca/~mholmes/image_markup/

Versioning Machine http://v-machine.org/

oXygen XML Editor http://www.oxygenxml.com/
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2.6 Books
• http://www.tei-c.org/Activities/SIG/Education/tei_bibliography.xml, a TEI bibliography

• DHQ: Digital Humanities Quarterly <http://www.digitalhumanities.org/dhq/>

• Jeni Tennison, Beginning XSLT (2004)

• Jeni Tennison, Beginning XSLT 2.0: From Novice to Professional, (2005)

• Jeni Tennison, XSLT and XPath on the Edge (Unlimited Edition), (2001)

• Lou Burnard, Katherine O’Brien O’Keefe, and John Unsworth (eds.) Electronic Textual Editing.
New York: Modern Languages Association, (2006)

• Micahel Kay, XSLT 2.0 and XPath 2.0 Programmer’s Reference, 4th ed., (2008)

2.7 Projects Using TEI
• A list of projects using the TEI

(http://www.tei-c.org/Activities/Projects/index.xml)

• TEI: Anglo Saxon Poetry
(http://www.tei-c.org/Activities/Projects/an01.xml)

• TEI: Bocaccio’s Decameron
(http://www.tei-c.org/Activities/Projects/bo02.xml)

• TEI: Book of Martyrs
(http://www.tei-c.org/Activities/Projects/jo01.xml)

• TEI: British National Corpus
(http://www.tei-c.org/Activities/Projects/br01.xml)

• TEI: Chinese Buddhist ETA
(http://www.tei-c.org/Activities/Projects/cb01.xml)

• TEI: Chinese Sam. yukta Āgama
(http://www.tei-c.org/Activities/Projects/di06.xml)

• TEI: Chymistry of Isaac Newton
(http://www.tei-c.org/Activities/Projects/ch04.xml)

• TEI: Cursus Project
(http://www.tei-c.org/Activities/Projects/cu01.xml)

• TEI: Diary of Robert Graves
(http://www.tei-c.org/Activities/Projects/ex01.xml)

• TEI: DocSouth
(http://www.tei-c.org/Activities/Projects/do01.xml)

• TEI: Early Americas Digital Archive
(http://www.tei-c.org/Activities/Projects/ea02.xml)

• TEI: Emblem Project
(http://www.tei-c.org/Activities/Projects/ep02.xml)

• TEI: English Poetry Database
(http://www.tei-c.org/Activities/Projects/ch01.xml)
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• TEI: EpiDoc
(http://www.tei-c.org/Activities/Projects/ep01.xml)

• TEI: Newton Manuscript Project
(http://www.tei-c.org/Activities/Projects/ne02.xml)

• TEI: Perseus Project
(http://www.tei-c.org/Activities/Projects/pe01.xml)

• TEI: Piers Plowman Archive
(http://www.tei-c.org/Activities/Projects/pi01.xml)

• TEI: Victorian Women Writers
(http://www.tei-c.org/Activities/Projects/vi01.xml)

• TEI: Voltaire Foundation
(http://www.tei-c.org/Activities/Projects/vo01.xml)

• TEI: Women Writers Project
(http://www.tei-c.org/Activities/Projects/br04.xml)

• TEI: Wright American Fiction
(http://www.tei-c.org/Activities/Projects/wr01.xml)

• TEI: Writings of J. F. Cooper
(http://www.tei-c.org/Activities/Projects/th05.xml)
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Why and how do we encode texts? Basic choices
and decisions. The TEI.

Sebastan Rahtz and other TEI@Oxford authors

February 2009

What is markup?

In order to talk about texts, markup and encoding of texts, we need
to understand what we mean by these basic concepts. When we
talk about text encoding, what do we mean by a text? What is in a
text and what assumptions do we make in reading them?

What's in a text? What's in a text (2)?

What's in a text (3)? The ontology of text

Where is the text?
◮ in the shape of letters and their layout?
◮ in the original from which this copy derives?
◮ in the stories we read into it? or in its author's intentions?

A "text" is an abstraction, created by or for a community of readers.
Markup encodes and makes concrete such abstractions.

Why and how do we encode texts? Basic choices and decisions. The TEI. 4 TALKS
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Encoding of texts

◮ Texts are more than sequences of encoded glyphs
◮ They have structure and content
◮ They also have multiple readings

◮ Encoding, or markup, is a way of making these things explicit

Only that which is explicit can be reliably processed

Styles of markup

◮ In the beginning there was procedural markup
RED INK ON; print balance; RED INK OFF

◮ which being generalised became descriptivemarkup <balance
type='overdrawn'>some numbers</balance>

◮ also known as encoding or annotation

descriptive markup allows for easier re-use of data

What's the point of markup?

◮ To make explicit (to a machine) what is implicit (to a person)
◮ To add value by supplying multiple annotations
◮ To facilitate re-use of the same material

◮ in different formats
◮ in different contexts
◮ by different users

It's (usually) more useful to markup what we think things are than
what they look like

Separation of form and content

◮ Presentational markup cares more about fonts and layout than
meaning

◮ Descriptive markup says what things are, and leaves the
rendition of them for a separate step

◮ Separating the form of something from its content makes its
re-use more flexible

◮ It also allows easy changes of presentation across a large
number of documents

Markup as a scholarly activity

◮ The application of markup to a document can be an
intellectual activity

◮ In deciding what markup to apply, and how this represents the
original, one is undertaking the task of an editor

◮ There is (almost) no such thing as neutral markup -- all of it
involves interpretation

◮ Markup can assist in answering research questions, and the
deciding what markup is needed to enable such questions to
be answered can be a research activity in itself

◮ Good textual encoding is never as easy or quick as people
would believe

◮ Detailed document analysis is needed before encoding for the
resulting markup to be useful

What does markup capture?
Compare

<hi rend="dropcap">H</hi>&amp;WYN;ÆT WE GARDE <lb/>na in
gear-dagum þeod-cyninga <lb/>þrym gefrunon,
hu ða æþelingas <lb/>ellen fremedon. oft scyld scefing
sceaþe
<add>na</add>
<lb/>þreatum, moneg<expan>um</expan> mægþum meodo-setl
<add>a</add>
<lb/>of<damage>
<desc>blot</desc>

</damage>teah ...
and

<lg>
<l>Hwæt! we Gar-dena in gear-dagum</l>
<l>þeod-cyninga þrym gefrunon,</l>
<l>hu ða æþelingas ellen fremedon,</l>

</lg>
<lg>
<l>Oft Scyld Scefing sceaþena þreatum,</l>
<l>monegum mægþum meodo-setla ofteah;</l>
<l>egsode Eorle, syððan ærest wearþ</l>
<l>feasceaft funden...</l>

</lg>

4 TALKS Why and how do we encode texts? Basic choices and decisions. The TEI.
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A useful mental exercise

Imagine you are going to markup several thousand pages of
complex material....

◮ Which features are you going to markup?
◮ Why are you choosing to markup this feature?
◮ How reliably and consistently can you do this?

Now, imagine your budget has been halved. Repeat the exercise!

XML, TEI, etc

Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a simple, very flexible text
format derived from SGML (ISO 8879). Originally designed to meet
the challenges of large-scale electronic publishing, XML is also
playing an increasingly important role in the exchange of a wide
variety of data on the Web and elsewhere.

Why the TEI?

The TEI provides
◮ a language-independent framework for defining markup

languages
◮ a very simple consensus-based way of organizing and

structuring textual (and other) resources...
◮ ... which can be enriched and personalized in highly

idiosyncratic or specialised ways
◮ a very rich library of existing specialised components
◮ an integrated suite of standard stylesheets for delivering

schemas and documentation in various languages and formats
◮ a large and active open source style user community

Relevance

Why would you want those things?
◮ because we need to interchange resources

◮ between people
◮ (increasingly) between machines

◮ because we need to integrate resources
◮ of different media types
◮ from different technical contexts

◮ because we need to preserve resources
◮ cryogenics is not the answer!
◮ we need to preserve metadata as well as data

The virtuous circle of encoding The scope of intelligent markup

Even within the original scope of the TEI we have
◮ basic structural and functional components
◮ diplomatic transcription, images, annotation
◮ links, correspondence, alignment
◮ data-like objects such as dates, times, places, persons, events

(named entity recognition)
◮ meta-textual annotations (correction, deletion, etc)
◮ linguistic analysis at all levels
◮ contextual metadata of all kinds
◮ ... and so on and so forth

Is it possible to delimit encyclopaedically all possible kinds of
markup?

Why and how do we encode texts? Basic choices and decisions. The TEI. 4 TALKS
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Reasons for attempting to define a common framework

◮ re-usability and repurposing of resources
◮ modular software development
◮ lower training costs
◮ ‘frequently answered questions’ — common technical

solutions for different application areas

The TEI was designed to support multiple views of the same
resource

The wrong way of thinking about the TEI

◮ A traditional (if large) research project with soft funding, driven
by academic curiosity

◮ a codification of best practice, with no formal maintenance
method

◮ uncertain licencing and development practices
◮ unmanageably complex except by the priesthood — or

simultaneously as too simple for real scholarly work
◮ lack of specific tools to do something with a TEI text
◮ failure to market the advantages of rich markup

The good way of thinking about the TEI

◮ Proper open source licence, with visible development on
Sourceforge

◮ Architecture rethought to facilitate expansion and integration
with other systems

◮ Self documenting, each release fully validated, delivered using
standard mechanisms

◮ Publicly available processing tools managed together with the
Guidelines

◮ Active developer community, wiki, etc. Test files, exemplars,
regular updates...

One Specification Language

◮ A set of TEI documents is described by an ODD, which is itself a
TEI document that combines:

◮ references to existing declarations
◮ formal declarations for elements and attributes
◮ documentation and usage notes

◮ Underlying this:
◮ a conceptual model which abstracts from specific elements to

generic classes
◮ a modular architecture for combining sets of definitions

◮ specifications are chainable; modifications are written in ODD
with ODD as input and output

◮ Roma is one interface to this: there will be others

For example
A TEI ODD file is a valid TEI document, containing as much
discursive prose as you want, and a <schemaSpec> element to
define the schema it documents

<text>
<body>
<div>
<head>Our Project Manual</head>
<p>In this project we use the basic TEI structures

with a few minor modifications to
exclude elements we don't plan to use.</p>

<schemaSpec ident="TEI-minimal" start="TEI">
<moduleRef key="tei"/>
<moduleRef key="header"/>
<moduleRef key="core"/>
<moduleRef key="textstructure"/>

<!-- We don't need these drama elements: -->
<elementSpec ident="sp" mode="delete" mod-

ule="core"/>
<elementSpec ident="speaker" mode="delete" mod-

ule="core"/>
</schemaSpec>

</div>
</body>

</text>

Support for many schema languages

◮ TEI schemas can be generated for
◮ XML DTD language
◮ ISO RELAX NG language
◮ W3C Schema Language

◮ Content models are defined using RELAX NG syntax
◮ Datatypes are defined in terms of W3C datatypes
◮ Some facilities (e.g. alternation, namespaces) cannot be

expressed in DTD
◮ Additional constraints can be expressed in Schematron

4 TALKS Why and how do we encode texts? Basic choices and decisions. The TEI.
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Two reasons why standards fail

◮ The theory is not yet ripe
◮ The "not invented here" attitude: the community of users is

too diverse

Coping with partially-baked ideas

In a TEI ODD, you can ...
◮ constrain the domain of a value list
◮ enforce schematron rules about e.g. codependency
◮ provide new elements in your own namespace
◮ remove (non-mandatory) child elements

New elements

A schema is a grammar. How can you add new terminals to an
existing syntax?

◮ All content models are expressed indirectly, by reference to
element classes rather than elements

◮ Hence adding a new element is simply a matter of saying
which class/es it belongs to

The TEI schema is also enriched with semantics. How can you
explain what a new element means?

◮ Class membership also conveys some semantics
◮ ODD includes detailed documentation

Do not re-invent the wheel

◮ TEI P5 has extensive I18N features for translation of ...
◮ schema objects
◮ schema documentation

◮ TEI is hospitable to other namespaces:
◮ You can use SVG for graphics, MathML for math, Word Table

markup if you like

◮ ODD also includes an <equiv> element for mapping to
external ontologies

For example

Embedding SVG within TEI:

<figure>
<svg xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2000/svg"
width="6cm" height="5cm" viewBox="6 3 6 5">
<ellipse xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2000/svg"
style="fill:

#ffffff" cx="9.75" cy="6.35" rx="2.75" ry="2.35"/>
</svg>

</figure>
A user-defined attribute:

<div
   xmlns:my="http://www.example.org/ns/nonTEI">
<p n="12" my:topic="rabbits">Flopsy, Mopsy, Cottontail,

and Peter...</p>
</div>

NVDL processors validate against multiple namespace schemas

Conformance issues

A document is TEI Conformant if and only if it ...
◮ is a well-formed XML document
◮ can be validated against a TEI Schema, that is, a schema

derived from the TEI Guidelines
◮ conforms to the TEI Abstract Model
◮ uses the TEI Namespace (and other namespaces where

relevant) correctly
◮ is documented by means of a TEI Conformant ODD file which

refers to the TEI Guidelines

Or if it can be transformed automatically using some TEI-defined
procedures into such a document. (it is TEI-conformable)

Standardization should not mean ‘Do what I do’, but rather ‘Explain
what you do in terms I can understand’

Why and how do we encode texts? Basic choices and decisions. The TEI. 4 TALKS
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Using the basic TEI structural elements

Lou Burnard and other TEI@Oxford authors

February 2009

TEI Infrastructure

◮ The TEI encoding scheme consists of a number of modules
◮ These declare XML elements and their attributes
◮ An element's declaration assigns it to one (or more) model

classes
◮ Another part declares its possible content and attributes with

reference to these classes
◮ This indirection allows strength and flexibility
◮ It makes it easy to add/exclude new elements by referencing

existing classes

What is a module?

◮ A convenient way of grouping together a number of element
declarations

◮ These are usually on a related topic or specific application
◮ Most chapters focus on elements drawn from a single module,

which that chapter then defines
◮ A TEI Schema is created by selecting modules and

add/removing elements from them as needed

Modules

Module name Chapter
analysis Simple Analytic Mechanisms
certainty Certainty and Responsibility
core Elements Available in All TEI Documents
corpus Language Corpora
dictionaries Dictionaries
drama Performance Texts
figures Tables, Formulae, and Graphics
gaiji Representation of Non-standard Characters and Glyphs
header The TEI Header
iso-fs Feature Structures
linking Linking, Segmentation, and Alignment
msdescription Manuscript Description
namesdates Names, Dates, People, and Places
nets Graphs, Networks, and Trees
spoken Transcriptions of Speech
tagdocs Documentation Elements
tei The TEI Infrastructure
textcrit Critical Apparatus
textstructure Default Text Structure
transcr Representation of Primary Sources
verse Verse

The Imaginary Punch Project

◮ Punch is a famous English humorous journal, published
regularly between 1841 and 1992: see
http://www.punch.co.uk/historyofpunch.html.

◮ The IPP plans to make available fully marked up texts of the
journal, in conjunction with page images...

◮ for social historians
◮ for librarians
◮ for linguists

◮ How will the TEI help? And which parts of the TEI will we use?

Punch example page 1
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Punch example page 1 Looking at Punch, what do we need to mark up?

◮ issue information and page number for reference purposes
◮ "chunks" or divisions of text, which may contain a picture, a

poem, some prose, some drama, or a combination
◮ within the chunks, we can identify formal units such as

◮ a picture, a caption
◮ stanzas, lines
◮ paragraphs
◮ speeches and stage-directions

◮ and more...

TEI tags for the high level structure

We will treat each issue as a single <text> element, and each
identifiable chunk within it as a <div> element of a particular type
(e.g. cartoon, verse, prose)
For example, page 1 has two divisions,

<pb n="1"/>
<div type="cartoon">
<p>....</p>

</div>
<div type="poem">
<head>Progress</head>
<lg>
<l>....</l>

</lg>
</div>

page 2 also has two, of different types:

<pb n="2"/>
<div type="prose">
<head>The enchanted castle</head>
<p>....</p>

</div>
<div type="snippet">
<head>Correspondence</head>
<p>....</p>

</div>

Why divisions rather than pages?
Because a division can start on one page (page 5 for example) and
finish on another (page 6)
We use an empty element<pb> to mark the boundary between
pages, rather than enclosing each page in a <div
type="page">.

<pb n="5"/>
<div type="cartoon">
<p>...</p>

</div>
<div type="review">
<head>Egypt in Venice</head>
<p>...</p>
<pb n="6"/>
<p>...</p>

</div>
<div type="cartoon">
<p>...</p>

</div>
<div type="poem">
<head>Enigma</head>
<lg>
<l>...</l>

</lg>
</div>
<div type="snippets">
<p>...</p>

</div>

The sequence in which divisions appear is rather arbitrary.

Divisions can contain divisions...

<div type="snippets">
<div type="snippet">
<p>Curiously....Chancellor</p>

</div>
<div type="snippet">
<p>Men for the Antarctic... Canadians</p>

</div>
</div>

◮ TEI also provides division elements with names that indicate
their degree of nesting (<div1>, <div2> etc.) which some
people prefer

◮ Divisions must always tessellate: once "down" a level, you
cannot pop "up" again within the same division.

Floating text
As mentioned above, <div>s must tesselate over the entire text

<div1>
<p> ... </p>
<div2>
<p> ... </p>

</div2>
<div2>
<p> ... </p>

</div2>
</div1>

is valid BUT

<div1>
<p> ... </p>
<div2>
<p> ... </p>

</div2>
<p> ... </p>

</div1>

is not valid.

A special <floatingText> element is available for
"interruptions"

Using the basic TEI structural elements 4 TALKS
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What are divisions made of?

(apart from other smaller divisions)
◮ <head> (heading)
◮ <p> (paragraph)
◮ <sp> (speech, contains any of the foregoing, also <stage>

and <speaker>)
◮ <list> (contains <head>, <label>, <item>)
◮ <table>, (contains <row> containing <cell>) ...
◮ <l> (verse line) optionally grouped into <lg> (line group)

stanzas
◮ <figure> (contains <graphic>, <figDesc>, <head>...)

For example....

Page 3 contains a figure and a dialogue...

<div type="cartoon">
<figure>
<head>When the ships come home</head>
<figDesc>A man in Turkish dress lounges on a sofa,

smoking a cigarette and consulting a book labelled
"Naval ledger". Another man, in traditional Greek
costume, stands beside him, also reading a
notebook.</figDesc>

<graphic url="Punch/XML/Graphics/003.png"/>
</figure>
<sp>
<speaker>Greece.</speaker>
<p> Isn't it time we started fighting again?</p>

</sp>
<sp>
<speaker>Turkey.</speaker>
<p> Yes, I daresay. How soon could you begin?</p>

</sp>
<sp>
<speaker>Greece.</speaker>
<p> Oh, in a few weeks.</p>

</sp>
<sp>
<speaker>Turkey.</speaker>
<p> No good for me. Shan't be ready till the autumn.</p>

</sp>
</div>

Punch example page For example...
Themilitants' tariff (on Page 15) contains headings, paragraphs, and
a table...

<div type="prose">
<head>THE MILITANTS' TARIFF.</head>
<head rend="right">Etna Lodge, W.</head>
<p>Mrs. Bangham Smasher, having entered into partnership with the

Misses Burnham Blazer, as General Agents of Destruction, begs to
inform the public that the firm will be prepared to execute
commissions of all kinds, at the shortest notice, on the very moderate
terms given below : -- </p>

<table>
<row role="label">
<cell/>
<cell>£</cell>
<cell>s.</cell>
<cell>d.</cell>

</row>
<row>
<cell>For breaking windows, per window ...</cell>
<cell>0</cell>
<cell>7</cell>
<cell>6</cell>

</row>
<row>
<cell>For howling, kicking, or biting during service in church, per howl,

kick, or
bite ...</cell>

<cell>0</cell>
<cell>10</cell>
<cell>6</cell>

</row>
<row>
<cell>For sitting on doorsteps of obnoxious persons, per hour, if fine

...</cell>
<cell>0</cell>
<cell>15</cell>
<cell>0</cell>

</row>
<row>
<cell>For sitting on doorsteps of obnoxious persons, per hour, if wet

...</cell>
<cell>1</cell>
<cell>1</cell>
<cell>0</cell>

</row>
<!-- ... -->
</table>

</div>

Global attributes

Some features (potentially) apply to everything:
◮ identity
◮ language
◮ rendition

TEI provides global attributes for these:
◮ @xml:id provides a unique identifier for any element;
◮ @n provides a name or number for any element
◮ @xml:lang specifies the language of any element, using an ISO

standard code
◮ @rend and@rendition provide ways of specifying the visual

appearance (rendition) of any element

Punch example page
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For example...

Egypt in Venice (on Page 5) begins with two headings, one in
French....

<div type="prose" xml:lang="en" xml:id="I1914-07-01_05_02">
<head>Egypt in Venice.</head>
<head xml:lang="fr" rend="it">"La Légende de Joseph."</head>
<p>Those who know the kind of attractions that the Russian ballet offers in

so many of
its themes ....</p>

</div>

Each stanza of the poem on page 10 has a last line which is
significantly indented:

<lg>
<l>There were eight pretty walkers who went up a hill;</l>
<l>They were Jessamine, Joseph and Japhet and Jill,</l>
<l>And Allie and Sally and Tumbledown Bill,</l>
<l rend="indent">And Farnaby Fullerton Rigby.</l>

</lg>

Macrostructure 1

All the issues of Punch for one year make up a volume. We could
regard the volume as a single <text>, and each issue as a <div>
within it. Or we could use the <group> element:

<text xml:id="v147">
<front>

<!-- introductory materials for volume 147 here -->
</front>
<group>
<text xml:id="I1914-07-01">
<body>

<!-- first issue (1 July) -->
</body>

</text>
<text xml:id="I1914-07-15">
<body>

<!-- second issue (15 July) -->
</body>

</text>
<!-- etc... -->
</group>
<back>

<!-- volume index, appendix etc. -->
</back>

</text>

Macrostructure 2

As well as the texts, we have detailed metadata about each volume,
and images of its pages. These are the three parts of a canonical TEI
document:

<TEI>
<teiHeader>

<!-- required; provides metadata -->
</teiHeader>
<facsimile>

<!-- the text, represented in image form -->
</facsimile>
<text>

<!-- the text, transcribed and marked up -->
</text>

</TEI>

Macrostructure 3

If many such documents are grouped together to form a corpus
(rather than a collection), it may be useful to factor out the
metadata they have in common:

<teiCorpus>
<teiHeader>

<!-- shared metadata -->
</teiHeader>
<TEI>
<teiHeader>

<!-- specific metadata -->
</teiHeader>
<text>

<!-- ... -->
</text>

</TEI>
<TEI>
<teiHeader>

<!-- specific metadata -->
</teiHeader>
<text>

<!-- ... -->
</text>

</TEI>
</teiCorpus>

What kinds of metadata?

For IPP and for any other comparable project, we will need a place
for such information as

◮ identification of the resource itself ("what is this thing?")
◮ statements of responsibility ("who did what when?")
◮ indication of source ("what was this derived from?")
◮ publication statement ("how is this item distributed and by

whom?")
◮ declaration of encoding practice ("what do the codes we

added mean?")

The TEI Header supports all these, and more.

The TEI Header
The TEI header was designed with two goals in mind

◮ needs of bibliographers and librarians trying to document
‘electronic books’

◮ needs of text analysts trying to document ‘coding practices’
within digital resources

On the one hand, the Librarian's header
◮ uses standard bibliographic concepts
◮ respects established mappings to other such records (e.g.

MARC)
◮ has a preference for structured data over loose prose

On the other, Everyman's header
◮ Supports a (potentially) huge range of very miscellaneous

information, organized in fairly ad hoc ways
◮ Unpredictable combinations of narrowly encoded

documentation systems and loose prose descriptions
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TEI Header Structure

The TEI header has four main components:
◮ <fileDesc> (file description) contains a full bibliographic

description of an electronic file.
◮ <encodingDesc> (encoding description) documents the

relationship between an electronic text and the source or
sources from which it was derived.

◮ <revisionDesc> (revision description) summarizes the
revision history for a file.

◮ <profileDesc> (text-profile description) provides a
detailed description of non-bibliographic aspects of a text,
specifically the languages and sublanguages used, the
situation in which it was produced, the participants and their
setting. (just about everything not covered in the other header
elements

Only <fileDesc> is required; the others are optional.

Simple TEI Header for IPP

<teiHeader>
<fileDesc>
<titleStmt>
<title>Punch, or the London Charivari, Vol. 147, July 1, 1914</title>

</titleStmt>
<publicationStmt>
<idno type="gutenberg">24357</idno>
<availability>
<p>This text is freely available for re-use under US and UK law,

consult your local legal restrictions if elsewhere.</p>
</availability>

</publicationStmt>
<sourceDesc>
<p>This text is a TEI version of a Project Gutenberg text originally

located at <ptr
target="http://www.gutenberg.org/dirs/2/4/3/5/24357/"/>. As per their
license agreement we have removed all references to the PG
trademark.</p>

</sourceDesc>
</fileDesc>
<revisionDesc>
<change when="2008-07-26T23:49:55.968+01:00"/>

</revisionDesc>
</teiHeader>

Below the paragraph...

Within the elements already introduced, TEI offers plenty of scope
for mark-up of smaller components. For example:

◮ boundaries, such as page, column, or line breaks
◮ highlighting, emphasis and quotation
◮ editorial changes such as correction, normalization etc.
◮ names, numbers, dates, addresses...
◮ links and cross-references
◮ notes, annotation, indexing
◮ graphics
◮ bibliographic citations
◮ words and other analyses

Highlighting

By highlighting we mean any combination of typographic features
(font, size, hue, etc.) which distinguishes the highlighted text from
its surroundings. This may be for many reasons...

◮ to mark foreign, archaic, technical usages
◮ for emphasis when spoken
◮ to show something is not part of the text.. (e.g. cross

references, titles, headings)
◮ or is attributed to some other agency inside or outside the text

(e.g. direct speech, quotation)

TEI provides both a generic <hi> tag and a large number of
specific ones...

A few highlighting examples

◮ <hi> (highlighted: reason unknown or unimportant)

<p>[The rest of this communication is omitted owing to considerations of
space.—<hi rend="sc">Ed</hi>.]</p>

◮ <emph> (emphasized)

<said>'E won't bite yer <emph>if you buy 'im</emph> guv'ner.</said>

◮ <title> and <foreign>:

<p>
<foreign xml:lang="fr">À propos</foreign> of Oxford, it is a question

whether that
extremely amusing book <title>Verdant Green</title> is still much read by
freshers.

</p>

◮ <distinct> (linguistically marked)

But then I remind myself that the Russian
ballet is nothing if not <distinct>bizarre</distinct>

Quotation
Quotation marks can similarly be used to set off text for many
reasons:

◮ <q> (used if the reason is unknown or unimportant)
◮ <said> (speech or thought)
◮ <quote> (attributed to an external source)
◮ <mentioned> and <soCalled> (nuances of narrative

status)

<p>
<said who="#Celia">I know a lovely tin of potted grouse,</said> said Celia,

and she
went off to cut some sandwiches.
</p>

<head>How to utilise the art of <soCalled>suggestion</soCalled>
</head>
<head>The Doctor, six down at the turn, <soCalled>suggests</soCalled> to his
opponent that
they are playing croquet, and wins by two and one.</head>

Note that these elements can nest within one another:

<p>The poet returned to his work. <said>
<quote>In tooth and claw,</quote>

</said> he muttered to himself, <said>
<quote>In tooth and claw.</quote>

</said>
</p>
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Editorial intervention

As a simple example, consider: ‘Excuse me sir, but would you like to
buy a nice little dawg?’ on page 6.
We can:

◮ use <orig> to show that "dawg" is what it says, even though
this is a nonstandard spelling

◮ use <reg> to show that "dog" is an editorially-supplied
regularisation of what it says

◮ or provide both within a <choice> element to say either is a
valid encoding:

...a nice little <choice>
<orig>dawg</orig>
<reg>dog</reg>

</choice>?

Names of persons, places, things...

◮ <name> (a name in the text, contains a proper noun or noun
phrase)

◮ <rs> (a general-purpose name or referencing string )
◮ <title> (any form of title)

The@type attribute is useful for categorizing these, and they both
also have@key,@ref, and@nymRef attributes.

Examples of names

Using@type to distinguish personal from geographic names:

<p>The scene opens at a party given by <name type="person">Potiphar</name> in
<name type="place">Venice</name>. </p>

Using@key and@ref to de-reference names:

<p>
<label>Business done.</label>—The Commons still harping on the

Budget. <name
type="person"
ref="http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timothy_Michael_Healy"> Tim
Healy</name> enlivened proceedings by vigorous personal attack on

<q>the most reckless and incapable <rs key="LLG">Chancellor of the
Exchequer</rs> that ever sat on the Treasury Bench.</q>

<name key="LLG">Lloyd George's</name> retort courteous looked forward to
with interest.
</p>

Dates

◮ <date> contains a date and time in any format
◮ For processing it is convenient to add a normalized version,

using the@when attribute
◮ Uncertain dates and times, and ranges, can be indicated by

other attributes: @notBefore,@notAfter,@from@to

<p>House of Commons, <date when="1914-06-22"> Monday, June 22,
1914</date>.</p>
<p>
<date notAfter="1914-06-01" notBefore="1914-03-01"> Sunday, a month

ago,</date> was
hot.
</p>

Cross references

A cross reference is a link from one point in a text (the source) to
another (the target).
TEI provides generic elements <ptr> and <ref> for this purpose.
If the linking text can be automatically generated use <ptr>;
otherwise use <ref>.
The source is the location of the <ptr> or <ref>; the target is
specified by the@target attribute, in the form of a URI reference.

See <ref target="#Section12">section 12 on page 34</ref>.

See <ptr target="#Section12"/>.

Bibliographic Citations

TEI provides special elements for bibliographic citations or
references:

◮ <bibl> (loosely structured)
◮ <biblStruct> (standard bibliographic structure)
◮ <listBibl> (encloses a bibliography)

These are typically used in preparing bibliographies, or in footnotes.
But even in Punch, there are examples.
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Simple <bibl> Example

In Punch, bibliographic citations are usually associated with a a
quotation from another paper:
The<cit> element groups the two:

<cit>
<quote>It was the time when Henry III. was batting with Simon de Montfort and

his
Barons.</quote>

<bibl>
<title>Straits Times.</title>

</bibl>
</cit>

Embedded notes

Notes, whether appearing in the original source, or added by an
editor, can be marked using the <note> element.
We might use this to add biographical details to the Punch
transcriptions:

<p>By-the-by, it is denied that Sir <name rend="sc">Joseph Beecham</name>
<note>Sir Joseph Beecham, 1st Baronet (8 June 1848 - 23 October

1916)...</note>. was
in any way responsible for the Government's "Pills for Earthquakes," by which
it was
hoped to avert the Irish crisis.</p>

<note> has attributes@place and@resp

Linked notes

Since we have several references to the same person, it might be
better to put the notes elsewhere and point to them from the
names:

<div type="notes">
<note xml:id="BEECHJO">Sir Joseph Beecham, 1st Baronet (8 June 1848 -

23 October 1916) the eldest son of Thomas Beecham (1820-1907) played a
large part in the growth and expansion of his father's medicinal pill
business which he joined in 1866....</note>

<!-- other notes -->
</div>
<div type="snippets">
<p>... Both Earl <name rend="sc">Beauchamp</name> and <name>Sir

<ref target="#BEECHJO">Joseph Beecham</ref>
</name> appear in the recent
Honours List.</p>

<p>By-the-by, it is denied that Sir <name rend="sc" ref="#BEECHJO">Joseph
Beecham</name> was in any way responsible...</p>
</div>

Could also use specialised <person> element, in this case.
"Elsewhere" can be anywhere on the Internet...
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The TEI header

The TEI header is the bibliographic record for the electronic file,
storing information about the file itself, how it is was made,
categorisations and analytical information about the text, and
revision control information. It is one of the most important aspects
of any TEI file.

TEI Header Structure

The TEI header has four main components:
◮ <fileDesc> (file description) contains a full bibliographic

description of an electronic file.
◮ <encodingDesc> (encoding description) documents the

relationship between an electronic text and the source or
sources from which it was derived.

◮ <profileDesc> (text-profile description) provides a
detailed description of non-bibliographic aspects of a text,
specifically the languages and sublanguages used, the
situation in which it was produced, the participants and their
setting. (just about everything not covered in the other header
elements

◮ <revisionDesc> (revision description) summarises the
revision history for a file.

Only <fileDesc> is required; the others are optional.

Example Header: Minimal required header

<teiHeader>
<fileDesc>
<titleStmt>
<title>A title?</title>

</titleStmt>
<publicationStmt>
<p>Who published?</p>

</publicationStmt>
<sourceDesc>
<p>Where from?</p>

</sourceDesc>
</fileDesc>

</teiHeader>

Types of content in the TEI header

◮ free prose
◮ prose description: series of paragraphs
◮ phrase: character data, interspersed with phrase-level

elements, but not paragraphs

◮ grouping elements: specialised elements recording some
structured information

◮ declarations: Elements whose names end with the suffix Decl
(e.g. subjectDecl, refsDecl) enclose information about specific
encoding practices applied in the electronic text.

◮ descriptions: Elements whose names end with the suffix Desc
(e.g. <settingDesc>, <projectDesc>) contain a prose
description, possibly, but not necessarily, organised under
some specific headings by suggested sub-elements.

File Description

◮ has some mandatory parts:
◮ <titleStmt>: provides a title for the resource and any

associated statements of responsibility
◮ <sourceDesc>: documents the sources from which the

encoded text derives (if any)
◮ <publicationStmt>: documents how the encoded text is

published or distributed

◮ and some optional ones:
◮ <editionStmt>: yes, electronic texts have editions too
◮ <seriesStmt>: and they also fit into "series".
◮ <extent>: how many floppy disks, gigabits, files?
◮ <notesStmt>: notes of various types

NB A "file" may actually correspond with several operating system
files.
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The File Description

◮ <titleStmt>: contains a mandatory <title>which
identifies the electronic file (not its source!)

◮ optionally followed by additional titles, and by ‘statements of
responsibility’, as appropriate, using <author>, <editor>,
<sponsor>, <funder>, <principal> or the generic
<respStmt>

◮ <publicationStmt>: may contain
◮ plain text (e.g. to say the text is unpublished)
◮ one or more <publisher>, <distributor>,
<authority>, each followed by <pubPlace>, <address>,
<availability>, <idno>

The Source Description

Many electronic texts were not 'born digital': their source/s need
specification in traditional bibliographic style

◮ <bibl>, <biblStruct>
◮ (for texts which were born digital): <biblFull>may contain

a nested <fileDesc>
◮ <listBibl> a list of the foregoing
◮ prose description
◮ more specialised elements are available for spoken texts

(<recordingStmt> etc.) and for manuscripts
(<msDescription>)

For Example

<sourceDesc>
<bibl>
<title level="a">Enigma</title>,

<title level="j">Punch: or the London
Charivari</title>, <date when="1914-07-01">July 1,

1914</date>, 147, p. 6</bibl>
</sourceDesc>

Association between header and text

By default everything asserted by a header is true of the text to
which it is prefixed. This can be over-ridden:

◮ as when a text header over-rides or amplifies a corpus-header
setting

◮ when model.declarable elements are selected by means of the
@decls attribute (available on all model.declaring elements)

◮ using special purpose selection/definition elements e.g.
<catRef> and <taxonomy> (see below)

Most components of the encoding description are declarable.

Encoding Description

<encodingDesc> groups notes about the procedures used when
the text was encoded, either summarised in prose or within specific
elements such as

◮ <projectDesc>: goals of the project
◮ <samplingDecl>: sampling principles
◮ <editorialDecl>: editorial principals, e.g.
<correction>, <normalization>, <quotation>,
<hyphenation>, <segmentation>,
<interpretation>

◮ <classDecl>: classification system/s used
◮ <tagsDecl>: specifics about usage of particular elements

The <encodingDesc> can replace the user manual, or facilitate
semi-automatic document management, given agreed codes of
practice.

<rendition> element

◮ <rendition>: structured information about appearance in
the source document

<tagsDecl>
<rendition xml:id="r-center" scheme="css">text-align:

center;</rendition>
<rendition xml:id="r-small" scheme="css">font-size:

small;</rendition>
<rendition xml:id="r-large" scheme="css">font-size:

large;</rendition>
</tagsDecl>
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<appInfo> element

◮ <appInfo>: structured information about an application
which has edited this TEI file

<appInfo>
<application version="1.7" ident="ImageMarkupTool" no-

tAfter="2008-06-01">
<label>Image Markup Tool</label>
<ptr target="#P1"/>
<ptr target="#P2"/>

</application>
</appInfo>

Profile Description

An extensible rag-bag of descriptions, categorised only as
‘non-bibliographic’. Default members of the model.profileDescPart)
class include:

◮ <creation>: information about the origination of the
intellectual content of the text, e.g. time and place

◮ <langUsage>: information about languages, registers,
writing systems etc used in the text

◮ <textDesc> and <textClass>: classifications applied to
the text by means of a list of specified criteria or by means of a
collection of pointers, respectively

◮ <particDesc> and <settingDesc>: information about
the ‘participants’, either real or depicted, in the text

◮ <handList>: information about the hands identified in a
manuscript

Classification Methods

<textClass> provides a classification (by domain, medium,
topic...) for the whole of a text expressed in one or more of the
following ways:

◮ direct reference to a locally defined category (using
<catRef>)

◮ reference to an externally defined category (using
<classCode>)

◮ documented by <keywords>

Example

<textClass>
<catRef target="#X123"/>
<classCode scheme="DD12">001.9</classCode>
<keywords scheme="DD">
<term>End of the World</term>
<term>Day of Judgment</term>
<term>Apocalypse</term>

</keywords>
</textClass>
<classDecl>
<taxonomy>
<category xml:id="X1">
<catDesc>Homiletic writing</catDesc>
<category xml:id="X123">
<catDesc>Day of Judgment</catDesc>

</category>
</category>

</taxonomy>
</classDecl>

Detailed characterization of a text

<textDesc> provides a description of a text in terms of its
‘Situational parameters’

<textDesc n="novel">
<channel mode="w">print; part issues</channel>
<constitution type="single"/>
<derivation type="original"/>
<domain type="art"/>
<factuality type="fiction"/>
<interaction type="none"/>
<preparedness type="prepared"/>
<purpose type="entertain" degree="high"/>
<purpose type="inform" degree="medium"/>

</textDesc>
<!-- These subelements constitute the class
model.textDescPart: redefine that to roll your own. -->

Language and character set usage

The <langUsage> element is provided to document usage of
languages in the text. Languages are identified by their ISO codes:

<langUsage>
<language ident="en">English</language>
<language ident="bg-cy">Bulgarian in Cyrillic

characters </language>
<language ident="bg">Romanized Bulgarian</language>

</langUsage>
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Revision Description

A list of <change> elements, each with a@date and@who
attributes, indicating significant stages in the evolution of a
document. Most recent first.

Example

<revisionDesc>
<change when="2006-08-09" who="#LB">handedits following

newhrdgen.xsl</change>
<change when="2000-10-11" who="#OUCS">Final manual

corrections for BNC-W</change>
<change when="2000-10-18" who="#OUCS">Further manual

corrections for BNC-W</change>
<change when="2000-01-08" who="#OUCS">Manually changed

catdescriptions etc. for
BNC-W</change>

<change when="1994-11-30" who="#OUCS">First release for
BNC-1</change>
</revisionDesc>

Bibliographies

The TEI provides numerous ways to provide bibliographic citations,
from the highly flexible to the highly structured.

Bibliographic Citations

◮ <bibl> (loosely structured bibliographic citation)
◮ <biblStruct> (structured bibliographic citation)
◮ <listBibl> (a list of bibliographic citations such as a

bibliography)
◮ The 'header' module also includes <biblFull>

(fully-structured bibliographic citation based on the TEI
fileDesc element)

Simple <bibl> Example

<p>In Punch there is an brief note which could be
misconstrued as a slur upon Canadians.<note>

<bibl>
<title level="a">Men for the Antarctic</title>
<title level="j">Punch: or the London

Charivari</title>, <biblScope>p.
6</biblScope>

</bibl>
</note> It should not be understood as such.</p>

Simple <biblStruct> Example

`Enigma', Punch: or the London Charivari, July 1, 1914, 147, pp. 1-20

<biblStruct>
<analytic>
<title level="a">Enigma</title>

</analytic>
<monogr>
<title level="j">Punch: or the London

Charivari</title>
<imprint>
<pubPlace>London</pubPlace>
<date when="1914-07-01">July 1, 1914</date>
<biblScope type="vol">147</biblScope>
<biblScope type="pp">1-20</biblScope>

</imprint>
</monogr>

</biblStruct>
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<biblFull> example

<biblFull>
<titleStmt>
<title>The Feminist Companion to Literature in English: women

writers from the
middle ages to the present</title>

<author>Blain, Virginia</author>
<author>Clements, Patricia</author>
<author>Grundy, Isobel</author>

</titleStmt>
<editionStmt>
<edition>UK edition</edition>

</editionStmt>
<extent>1231 pp</extent>
<publicationStmt>
<publisher>Yale University Press</publisher>
<pubPlace>New Haven and London</pubPlace>
<date>1990</date>

</publicationStmt>
<sourceDesc>
<p>No source: this is an original work</p>

</sourceDesc>
</biblFull>

Conclusion

Without proper metadata:
◮ no one can find your text
◮ no one knows how or why you made it
◮ no one knows what it is or what they can do with it
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Working with facsimiles

James Cummings and other TEI@Oxford authors

February 2009

Working with facsimiles

Increasingly people want to do not just 'text' editions but text
editions with facing page (or otherwise linked) facsimile images.
Indeed, some people want to just have images and create and
electronic facsimile (perhaps with a view to later eventual
transcription). The <facsimile> element is provided to
accommodate this desire.

Digital Facsimiles

◮ <facsimile> contains a representation of some written
source in the form of a set of images rather than as transcribed
or encoded text

◮ <surface> defines a written surface in terms of a
rectangular coordinate space

◮ @start points to an element which encodes the starting
position of the text

◮ <zone> defines a rectangular area contained within a
<surface> element

◮ Global@facs (facsimile) points directly to an image, or to a part
of a facsimile element which corresponds with this element.

Simplest case: 1:1 mapping with@facs

If a digital text contains one image per page or column (or similar
unit), and no more complex mapping between text and image is
envisaged, then the@facs attribute may be used to point directly to
a graphic resource.

<text>
<body>
<pb facs="147_13.jpg" n="13"/>
<div>
<head>ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.</head>
<p>

<!-- Page 13 continues -->
</p>
<pb facs="147_14.jpg" n="14"/>
<p>Business done. -- The Commons still...

<!-- Page 14 continues -->
</p>

</div>
</body>

</text>

Using@facs in conjunction with <facsimile>,
<surface>, and <zone>

Using these attributes and elements together enables an editor to
◮ associate multiple images with each page
◮ record arbitrary planar coordinates of textual elements on any

kind of surface and link such elements to digital facsimile
images of them

<facsimile>

The facsimile element is used to represent a digital facsimile. It
appears within a TEI document along with, or instead of, the text
element introduced in section 5 Default Text Structure. When this
module is selected therefore, a legal TEI document may thus
comprise any of the following:

◮ a TEI Header and a text element
◮ a TEI Header and a facsimile element
◮ a TEI Header, a facsimile element, and a text element
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<facsimile> Example in Context

<TEI>
<teiHeader>
<fileDesc>
<titleStmt>
<title/>

</titleStmt>
<publicationStmt>
<p/>

</publicationStmt>
<sourceDesc>
<p/>

</sourceDesc>
</fileDesc>

</teiHeader>
<facsimile>
<graphic url="147_13.jpg"/>
<graphic url="147_14.jpg"/>
<graphic url="147_15.jpg"/>

</facsimile>
<text>
<body>
<p/>

</body>
</text>

</TEI>

<surface>

The <surface> element may be used to indicate that there are
two image files corresponding with the same area of the work:

<facsimile>
<surface>
<graphic url="147_13.jpg"/>
<graphic url="147_13-huge.jpg"/>

</surface>
<graphic url="147_14.jpg"/>
<graphic url="147_15.jpg"/>
<graphic url="147_16.jpg"/>

</facsimile>

dimensions

The actual dimensions of the object represented are not
documented by the surface element; instead, the surface is located
within an abstract coordinate space, which is defined by the
following attributes, supplied by the att.coordinated class:

◮ @ulx gives the x coordinate value for the upper left corner of a
rectangular space

◮ @uly gives the y coordinate value for the upper left corner of a
rectangular space.

◮ @lrx gives the x coordinate value for the lower right corner of a
rectangular space.

◮ @lry gives the y coordinate value for the lower right corner of a
rectangular space.

Example drawing rectangles

<surface> Example

<facsimile>
<surface ulx="0" uly="0" lrx="993" lry="1639">

<!-- ... -->
</surface>

</facsimile>

<zone> in <surface>

To describe the whole image, we will also need to define a zone of
interest which represents an area inside this surface. This zone of
interest can be defined by a <zone> element, within which we can
place the <graphic>:

<facsimile>
<surface ulx="0" uly="0" lrx="993" lry="1639">
<zone ulx="93" uly="681" lrx="967" lry="1568">
<graphic url="147_13.jpg"/>

</zone>
</surface>

</facsimile>
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<desc>

The <desc> element may also be used within either <surface>
or <zone> to provide some further information about the area
being defined.

<desc> Example

<facsimile>
<surface ulx="0" uly="0" lrx="993" lry="1639">
<desc>Printed page</desc>
<zone ulx="96" uly="89" lrx="750" lry="657">
<desc>Cartoon</desc>
<graphic url="147_13.jpg"/>

</zone>
<zone ulx="95" uly="681" lrx="990" lry="1568">
<desc>Text section</desc>
<graphic url="147_13.jpg"/>

</zone>
</surface>

</facsimile>

More uses for <zone>

In addition to acting as a container for <graphic> elements,
<zone> elements may also be used to select parts of each surface
for analytical purposes.

<facsimile>
<surface ulx="0" uly="0" lrx="993" lry="1639">
<desc>main text</desc>
<zone ulx="393" uly="681" lrx="967" lry="890">
<desc>Cartoon</desc>
<graphic url="147_13"/>

</zone>
<zone ulx="507" uly="596" lrx="704" lry="768">
<desc>Artist's signature</desc>

</zone>
</surface>

</facsimile>

Linking transcription and facsimile

1. give each relevant part of the facsimile an identifier

2. using the@facs attribute, point from the transcription into the
<facsimile>

Linking transcription and facsimile: <facsimile>

<facsimile>
<surface ulx="0" uly="0" lrx="993" lry="1639">
<zone xml:id="cartoon-

facs" ulx="96" uly="89" lrx="950" lry="657">
<desc>Cartoon</desc>
<graphic url="147_10.jpg"/>

</zone>
<zone xml:id="text-

facs" ulx="93" uly="681" lrx="967" lry="1568">
<desc>Text section</desc>
<graphic url="147_10.jpg"/>

</zone>
</surface>

</facsimile>

Linking transcription and facsimile: text

<body>
<pb n="p10"/>
<div facs="#cartoon-facs">
<figure>

<!-- cartoon info here -->
</figure>

</div>
<div facs="#text-facs">
<head>THE WALKERS</head>
<lg>
<l>There were eight pretty walkers...</l>

</lg>
</div>

</body>
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Pointing from <facsimile> to transcription with@start
attribute

It is also possible to point in the other direction, from a
<surface> or <zone> to the corresponding text. This is the
function of the@start attribute, which supplies the identifier of the
element containing the transcribed text found within the
<surface> or <zone> concerned.

@start attribute example: <facsimile>

<facsimile>
<surface start="#p10" ulx="0" uly="0" lrx="993" lry="1639">
<zone xml:id="cartoon-facs-

2" ulx="96" uly="89" lrx="950" lry="657">
<desc>Cartoon</desc>
<graphic url="147_10.jpg"/>

</zone>
</surface>

</facsimile>

@start attribute example: text

<body>
<pb xml:id="p10" n="10"/>
<div>
<figure>

<!-- cartoon info here -->
</figure>

</div>
<div>
<head>THE WALKERS</head>
<lg>
<l>There were eight pretty walkers...</l>

</lg>
</div>

</body>

Gravestone Example: <facsimile>

<facsimile>
<surface xml:id="grave" ulx="0" uly="0" lrx="355" lry="678">
<graphic url="gravestone-cropped.jpg"/>
<zone ulx="83" uly="223" lrx="272" lry="256" xml:id="line1"/>
<zone ulx="92" uly="251" lrx="256" lry="282" xml:id="line2"/>
<zone ulx="21" uly="281" lrx="330" lry="308" xml:id="line3"/>
<zone ulx="36" uly="306" lrx="320" lry="332" xml:id="line4"/>
<zone ulx="85" uly="535" lrx="249" lry="556" xml:id="line5"/>
<zone ulx="97" uly="556" lrx="241" lry="576" xml:id="line6"/>
<zone ulx="58" uly="577" lrx="281" lry="595" xml:id="line7"/>
<zone ulx="68" uly="595" lrx="271" lry="613" xml:id="line8"/>

</surface>
</facsimile>

Gravestone Example: text

<div facs="#grave">
<p>Private Moulds' gravestone</p>
<div>
<ab>
<s facs="#line1">12851 PRIVATE</s>
<lb/>
<s facs="#line2">H. MOULDS</s>
<lb/>
<s facs="#line3">NORTHAMPTONSHIRE REGT.</s>
<lb/>
<s facs="#line4">23RD JULY 1916 AGED 21</s>

</ab>
<ab>
<s facs="#line5">LOVING SON OF </s>
<lb/>
<s facs="#line6">MRS MOULDS</s>
<lb/>
<s facs="#line7">PETERBORO, ENGLAND</s>
<lb/>
<s facs="#line8">FOR EVER WITH US</s>
<lb/>

</ab>
</div>

</div>

Gravestone Example: rendered

facsimile-demo.html
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Introducing the Image Markup Tool

◮ Written by Martin Holmes at University of Victoria
◮ Allows image annotation
◮ Saves its files as pure TEI P5
◮ http://www.tapor.uvic.ca/~mholmes/image_markup/
◮ Main window tutorial
◮ Annotation window tutorial

Loading and Using Images

Loading Images: ◮ File / New: starts new image
◮ File / Import: option of keeping existing

annotations and applying to new image

Using Images: ◮ Zooming: scale toolbar box, or Control +
mousewheel

◮ Scrolling: mousewheel (up/down); Shift +
mousewheel (left-right), or scrollbars

Defining and Editing Categories

◮ IMT makes you sort your annotations into categories (but
which and howmany are up to you!)

◮ You use the 'category manager' to create categories where you
can define:

◮ an xml:id for identification
◮ a title/description of the category
◮ a colour for the annotation lines on the image
◮ a shape: rectangle (default and only one used in web view),

ellipse, cross or spiral

Adding and Deleting Annotation Areas

◮ Click on 'Annotations / New annotation' (or button), and a
resizable shape will appear on the image

◮ You can resize and move the area with the mouse
◮ The area, when selected, will have a white bounding box --

otherwise it will be the colour of its category
◮ The shape depends on the defined shape in the category

you've chosen
◮ To delete, select it and then click on 'Annotations / Delete

annotation' or button -- the associated annotations will also be
deleted

Adding Annotation Text

◮ When an annotation is added, it has the last category you used
◮ You can change this to any other category
◮ You can provide an annotation title (stored as tei:head)
◮ You can provide some text (any tei:div content, tei:p default)
◮ You can change the generated xml:id with the ID button

Hiding and Showing Annotations

◮ You can hide and show annotations in the annotations window
◮ You can select either individual annotations to display
◮ Or you can choose not to display a whole category of

annotations
◮ This is useful when working with lots of overlapping

annotations
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Creating a "Web View"

◮ As an example IMT produces a 'web view'
◮ This includes a web page, with slightly shrunk image, where

your annotations appear as mouse-over outlines with boxes
displaying the annotations

◮ Double-clicking on an annotation area produces a zoomed in
version of the image for that area

◮ This is really just a proofing tool, but has been used by some as
the basis for annotated facsimiles

IMT Schemas

It is important quickly to note that IMT XML files are pure TEI P5
XML. The RelaxNG schema is available with the installed program,
as is the TEI ODD file that Roma uses to generate this schema.

Live Demo

If we have time at this point I'll do a short live demo of the IMT to
introduce you to the kinds of things you'll be asked to do in your
exercise.
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Names, People, and Places

Arianna Ciula and TEI@Oxford authors

February 2009

What's in a name?

◮ We've already met <name> and <rs> for any form of name or
referring string.

◮ The namesdates module also provides specialisations of these:
<persName>, <placeName>, and <orgName>

◮ Each can be further decomposed
◮ They can also be associated with a named entity

Personal Names
For example...

◮ <persName> (personal name) a proper noun or proper-noun
phrase referring to a person ... equivalent to <name
type="person">

◮ <surname> a family (inherited) name
◮ <forename> a forename, given or baptismal name
◮ <roleName> a name component indicating a particular role

or position in society
◮ <addName> (additional name) an additional name

component such as a nickname, epithet, or alias, or any other
descriptive phrase used within a personal name

◮ <nameLink> a connecting phrase or link used within a name
but not regarded as part of it

<persName xml:lang="xh-tw">
<forename> </forename>
<forename> </forename>
<surname> </surname>

<roleName>
<placeName> </placeName>

</roleName>
</persName>

Names as referents (1)

In a text we might find the same person referred to on different
occasions in any number of different ways:

...<persName>Clara
Schumann</persName>.... <persName>Clara</persName> ....
<persName>Frau
Schumann</persName>

All of these names refer to the same entity
We can use an attribute on any naming element to specify which
entity is being referenced:

◮ @key if we are supplying an externally-defined code for the
entity

◮ @ref if we are pointing to a definition of the entity

Names as referents (2)

For example:-

...<persName ref="#CS">Clara Schumann</persName>....
<persName ref="#CS">Clara</persName> ....
<persName key="CS123">Frau Schumann</persName>
<!-- ... elsewhere -->
<person xml:id="CS">
<persName xml:lang="de">
<forename type="first">Clara</forename>
<forename type="middle">Josephine</forename>
<surname type="maiden">Wieck</surname>
<surname type="married">Schumann</surname>

</persName>
</person>

The thing itself (1)

TEI provides special-purpose elements for maintaining structured
information about named entities (as well as their names):

◮ <person>, <place>, <event>
◮ may be grouped into <listPerson>, <listPlace>,
<listEvent>

◮ relationships can also be modelled, explicitly using
<relation> or implicitly by context

<person xml:id="VM1893">
<persName xml:lang="ru">Владимир Владимирович Маяковский</persName>
<persName xml:lang="fr">Wladimir Maïakowski</persName>
<birth when="1893-07-19">7 July (OS) 1893,

<placeName ref="#BGDT" xml:lang="en">Baghdati, Georgia</placeName>
</birth>
<death when="1930-04-14"/>
<occupation>Poet and playwright, among the foremost representatives of

early-20th
century Russian Futurism.</occupation>

<!-- ... -->
</person>
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Traits, states, and events

The scope of elements one might record for a named entity is large.
The TEI provides three generic elements, and some specific ones.
We identify three main classes of information:

◮ characteristics or traits which do not, by and large, change
over time

◮ characteristics or states which hold true only at a specific time
◮ events or incidents which may lead to a change of state or, less

frequently, trait

For a person, typical traits are such things as <faith>, <sex>,
<socEcStatus>; typical states are such things as
<occupation>, <residence>, <education>; typical events
are such things as <birth> and <death>.

Personal Relationships

◮ <relationGrp> (relation group) provides information
about relationships identified amongst people, places, and
organizations

◮ <relation> (relationship) describes any kind of relationship
or linkage amongst a specified group of participants

@name supplies a name for the kind of relationship of
which this is an instance

@active identifies the 'active' participants in a
non-mutual relationship, or all the participants in
a mutual one

@mutual supplies a list of participants amongst all of
whom the relationship holds equally

@passive identifies the ‘passive’ participants in a
non-mutual relationship

Example

<person xml:id="jsbach">
<persName>Johann Sebastian Bach</persName>

</person>
<person xml:id="cdbach">
<persName>Catharina Dorothea Bach</persName>

</person>
<person xml:id="ghbach">
<persName>Gottfried Heinrich Bach</persName>

</person>
<!--….-->
<relationGrp type="children" subtype="first-marriage">
<relation name="parent" active="#jsbach" pas-

sive="#cdbach"/>
<!--….-->
</relationGrp>
<relationGrp type="children" subtype="second-marriage">
<relation name="parent" active="#jsbach" pas-

sive="#ghbach"/>
<!--….-->
</relationGrp>

Other kinds of entity

<org>: a named collection of people regarded as a single unit,
such as a business, institution, or tribe.
<place>: a named location of any kind (including mythological
and non-terrestrial places)
These can be grouped in the same way (using <listOrg> or
<listPlace>), and also have states, traits, and events.

Places

◮ Places can be identified solely in terms of geographical
features or locations, e.g.

<place>
<placeName>
<geogFeat>mount</geogFeat>
<geogName>Sinai</geogName>

</placeName>
</place>

◮ More usually, they are identified in geo-political terms, using
◮ adminstrative units such as <bloc>, <country>, <region>,
<settlement>, <district>

◮ physical location using <geo> and <offset>
◮ Note that all these things are traits -- they may change over

time

For example: Taipei region

<place xml:id="BGDT">
<placeName xml:lang="zh-tw"> </placeName>
<placeName xml:lang="en">Shilin</placeName>
<location type="geopolitical">
<country>Taiwan</country>
<region>Taipei</region>

</location>
<location type="physical">
<geo>25.0866 121.5254</geo>

</location>
</place>
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Places can be nested (unlike people)

<place xml:id="LT">
<country>Lithuania</country>
<country xml:lang="lt">Lietuva</country>
<place xml:id="LT-VN">
<settlement>Vilnius</settlement>

</place>
<place xml:id="LT-KA">
<settlement>Kaunas</settlement>

</place>
</place>

Sources

Responsibility and uncertainty about the sources can be asserted
by using attributes from the att.editLike class:

<org xml:id="MXY" type="tribe" resp="#herodotus">
<orgName>The Maxyans</orgName>
<country>Libya</country>
<desc>According to Herodotus, they were a west Libyan

tribe who said
that they were descended from the men of Troy.</desc>

</org>
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XML technologies for accessing TEI texts

James Cummings, Sebastan Rahtz and other TEI@Oxford
authors

February 2009

What more do you need to know?

You've created some TEI XML documents. What processing
technologies are now available to you?

◮ XPath
◮ XSLT
◮ XML Query (XQuery)

What is XPath?

◮ A standardized syntax for identifying and accessing parts of an
XML document

◮ A library of standard functions
◮ A W3C Standard
◮ A major component of XQuery, XSLT, and almost every XML

processing system

Example text

<body n="anthology">
<div type="poem">
<head>The SICK ROSE </head>
<lg type="stanza">
<l n="1">O Rose thou art sick.</l>
<l n="2">The invisible worm,</l>
<l n="3">That flies in the night </l>
<l n="4">In the howling storm:</l>

</lg>
<lg type="stanza">
<l n="5">Has found out thy bed </l>
<l n="6">Of crimson joy:</l>
<l n="7">And his dark secret love </l>
<l n="8">Does thy life destroy.</l>

</lg>
</div>

</body>
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XPath in summary

◮ A location path results in a node-set
◮ Paths can be absolute (/div/lg[1]/l)
◮ Paths can be relative (l/../../head)
◮ Formal Syntax: (axisname::nodetest[predicate])
◮ For example:child::div[contains(head, 'ROSE')]

XPath: Abbreviated Syntax

◮ nothing is the same as child::, so lg is short for
child::lg

◮ @ is the same as attribute::, so @type is short for
attribute::type

◮ . is the same as self::, so ./head is short for
self::node()/child::head

◮ .. is the same as parent::, so../lg is short for
parent::node()/child::lg

◮ // is the same as descendant-or-self::, so div//l is
short for child::div/descendant-or-
self::node()/child::l

XPath also has built-in functions

These include...

node-set functions for example, to find the number of nodes in a
node-set, select nodes by position, name, namespace,
etc.

string functions for example, to concatenate string values, do
string matching, find substrings, perform one-to-one
character translation, etc.

eXtensible StyLesheeTs

The XSLT language is
◮ expressed in XML; uses namespaces to distinguish output from

instructions
◮ a Turing-complete functional programing language
◮ reads and writes XML trees
◮ designed to generate XSL FO, but now widely used to generate

HTML or other forms of XML

What do you mean, "transformation"?

Take this

<recipe>
<title>Pasta for beginners</title>
<ingredients><item>Pasta</item>
<item>Grated cheese</item>
</ingredients>
<cook>Cook the pasta and mix with the cheese</cook>
</recipe>

and make this

<html>
<h1>Pasta for beginners</h1>
<p>Ingredients: Pasta Grated cheese</p>
<p>Cook the pasta and mix with the cheese</p>
</html>

How do you express that in XSL?

<xsl:stylesheet
xmlns:xsl='http://www.w3.org/1999/XSL/Transform'
version="1.0">
<xsl:template match="recipe">
<html>
<h1><xsl:value-of select="title"/></h1>
<p>Ingredients:
<xsl:apply-templates
select = "ingredients/item"/>
</p>
<p><xsl:value-of select="cook"/></p>
</html>
</xsl:template>
</xsl:stylesheet>

4 TALKS XML technologies for accessing TEI texts
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XSL Summary

The core techniques:
◮ template rules for nodes in the incoming XSL
◮ taking material from other nodes
◮ processing nodes several times in different modes
◮ variables and functions
◮ choosing, sorting, numbering
◮ different types of output

What is XQuery?

◮ a domain-specific method for accessing andmanipulating XML
◮ designed for querying XML
◮ built upon XPath
◮ analagous to SQL (but for XML rather than for relational data)
◮ a W3C recommendation

XQuery: the core techniques

path expressions return a nodeset

element constructors return a new element

FLWOR expressions analogous to SQL Select statement

list expressions operations on lists or sets of values

conditional expressions traditional if then else construction

qualified expressions boolean operations over lists or sets of values

datatype expressions test datatypes of values

XQUERY is a complete programming language

Using XQuery

◮ The language itself is usually hidden from the end user (e.g.
behind an HTML form)

◮ Implementations such as eXist may be embedded in web
publishing framework such as Apache...

◮ .. but eXist can also be accessed e.g. from a Java program and
via HTTP/REST, XML-RPC, SOAP, WebDAV etc.

◮ eXist provides XUpdate: a means of adding, changing, or
deleting nodes from an XML database

Accessing XML: Conclusions

◮ XML is a set of hierachical nodes that can be identified with
XPath

◮ XSLT is an easy way to transform these into different forms
◮ XQuery can enable you to perform sophisticated queries on a

large database of texts
◮ ...We haven't put things into TEI XML for the fun of it, but to be

able to get things out of it or do things to it. These things may
be the text in multiple formats, lists of names, statistical
information, linguistic analysis, or additional layers of
annotation

XML technologies for accessing TEI texts 4 TALKS
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5 Exercises
5.1 Exercise: getting started with Oxygen
5.1.1 First steps with Oxygen
In this first exercise you will learn how to use Oxygen to

• create a new XML document

• add markup to a document

• keep your document well-formed

• display and edit your document without seeing tags

5.1.2 Creating a new document
Start up Oxygen, and click the New Document icon at top left (or select New Document from the File
menu, or type CTRL-N.) to display the New dialog.

Select the default XML option, and press OK.
In the "Create an XML Document" dialog, uncheck the tick box Use a DTD or a schema, since we

don’t yet have a schema.
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Press OK to continue.
Oxygen opens a blank document, containing just the XML declaration at the start. As you start

typing in XML, notice how hard Oxygen tries to make your document well-formed.

• type in <div type=" and pause

• notice that Oxygen supplies the closing quote for you

• continue typing verse and move the cursor after the closing quote (use an arrow key)

• Type the closing > and note that Oxygen immediately supplies the closing </div> for you. Press
the RETURN key

5.1.3 Adding text to a document
Your document should now look like this:
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• Select File from the Document menu

• Select Insert File from the submenu that opens.

• Navigate to the file progress.txt in your working directory (or download it) and insert it into your
document.

This is a plain text version of the poem at the start of our sample Punch issue. In the rest of this
exercise we will add some minimal tagging.

5.1.4 Tagging bits of a document
• With the mouse, select the word ‘PROGRESS’ at the start of the text.

• Press CTRL-E (or select XML Refactoring/Surround with Tag from the Document menu).

• Type the name of the tag you want to use into the popup: this is a heading, so type head and
press OK
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Repeat the process for the whole of the paragraph in square brackets: this time, tag it as a <p>.

5.1.5 Tagging the poem
We will tag the poem proper using <lg> to enclose each stanza, and <l> to enclose each <l>.

• Try typing the sequence <lg><l> at the start of the first line. Delete the unwanted </l» and
</lg> tags inserted by Oxygen.

• Put the cursor at the end of the first stanza (after the word ‘sticks’) and type <

• A small menu opens, showing that you can enter a closing-tag (to close the <l> element) here.
Select it.

• Type another < and the same menu appears: but note that this time the closing-tag to be inserted
is a </lg>. Select this, and the document becomes valid – no red lines visible.

• What will happen if you repeat the process, do you think? Try it and see!

5.1.6 Tagging the poem properly
Although well-formed our tagging is not very honest. We have a single <l> element containing several
lines, and lots of stanzas which are not tagged as anything at all. If we were validating this document
against a schema we’d be in trouble.

• put the cursor at the end of the first line (after ‘die!’)

• select XML Refactoring/Split Element from the Document menu.

This closes the current <l> and immediately opens a new one, so that our document remains valid.
We just need to repeat this process for each line. We could do that by repeating what we just did. Or,
more simply perhaps, we could add the XML Document Refactoring toolbar, which would provide a
single button to do the job.
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We’ll do something even simpler. Use the mouse to select the sequence of characters you just
inserted (</l><l>); copy it with CTRL-C; move the cursor to the end of the next line; paste it with
CTRL-V. Repeat this for each line, except the last one of course.

5.1.7 Tagging another way
Some people just don’t like tags. Fortunately, Oxygen also has a ‘tag free’ editing mode: it works by
displaying parts of the text which are tagged in different ways in different styles. We specify the style
for each tag by means of a stylesheet associated with the document.

• Select XML Document/Associate XSLT/CSS Stylesheet from the Document menu (or click the
appropriate button if you can find it). In the Associate dialog, navigate to the file progress.css in
your working directory (or download it) and select it. Observe that a new processing instruction
is added at the start of your document.

• At the bottom of the editing window, you see a choice of Mode displays: Text (the default), Grid,
and Author. Select the last. Observe that the display changes and a new Menu option (Author) is
now available. Select this and observe the effect of the various command options on it.

• Choose No Tags for the next part of this exercise.

5.1.8 Quick splitting
• Use the mouse to select the the rest of the poem (from the word ‘The’ to the word ‘shrink’)

excluding the name ‘Evoe’ at the end.

• Use CTRL-E to tag this all as a single <lg>.

• Select the same stratch of text again and tag it as a single <l> in the same way.

• Now place the cursor at the end of the first line of the second stanza (after ‘around’). Press
RETURN. A menu offers you the choice of splitting the <l> element. Press RETURN again.

• Move on to the next line (after ‘banks’) and repeat. Repeat for each subsequent line in the poem.

• To split the stanzas, put the cursor at the end of the last line of the stanza, and use the right arrow
key to move it between the invisible tags (or switch back to Text mode). You should then be able
to split the stanzas in exactly the same way.

• You can also experiment with other ways of splitting the text, of course. If you get into a mess,
use CTRL-Z to undo the last change you made. Remember you can switch between Author and
Text views as much as you like.

• Finally, tag the name of the author of the poem (‘Evoe’) using the <signed> element.

5.2 Making your own schema with Roma
5.2.1 Before you start
In this exercise, you will use Roma, a web tool available from the TEI web site and usable with any web
browser: Firefox or Internet Explorer or Opera for example. Once you have created your schema, you
will also need an XML-aware editor: oXygen in our case.

Our goal is to make a schema which we can use to mark up the sample page. We don’t need all of of
TEI Lite, much less the full TEI, but we do need bits of various modules. We’ll also have to tinker with
some of the modules, to make our schema more helpful with daily editing.
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5.2.2 Making your own schema
1. Open the Roma application, by pointing your favourite web browser at http://www.tei-c.

org/Roma/

2. The Roma start screen allows you to create a new customization, or to upload an existing
customization for further work. We will start from scratch, which means ticking the first radio
button ("Build schema (Create a new customisation by adding elements and modules to the
smallest recommended schema)"). Press the Submit button at bottom left of the screen to
continue.

The next and subsequent screens show you a row of tabs for acting on your customization (Save,
Customize, New, and Help), and a row of tabs for each of the major stages or tasks making
up a customization (Modules, Add elements, Change classes, Language, Schema, and
Documentation. We won’t explore all of these in this exercise. By default the Customize your
Customization screen is displayed. This allows you to specify a file name and other details for the
schema, and also to change the interface language if you wish. For now, accept the defaults. Go to the
Modules tab to proceed.

The modules screen shows two lists: on the left are all available TEI modules; on the right are the
modules currently selected for your schema. You can add modules from the list on the left, and remove
modules from the list on the right, by clicking the appropriate word next to the module you wish to
operate on.

1. For this exercise, we will need the following extra module:

• figures

Click the word add next to the name of the module.

2. The modules chosen contain many more elements than we need, so we will now remove some of
them, simplying the view in the XML editor. Click the name of a module in the List of selected
modules (the right-most column) to see a list of the elements this module defines.

Each element listed has a name, a radio button indicating whether it is to be included or excluded, a
tag name, a description, and a link to a further screen where its attributes are specified. You can toggle
inclusion or exclusion of all elements in the list by clicking the appropriate column heading. You can
click on Exclude to remove all elements from the module.

Now work down the list clicking the radio button to restore or add the elements needed for this
exercise. Remember to press the Submit button when you have finished with each module. Press the
Modules or back links to go back to the list of modules.

from the core module delete <add>, <analytic>, <cb>, <cit>, <corr>, <del>,
<distinct>, <expan>, <gap>, <gloss>, <headItem>, <headLabel>,
<index>, <meeting>, <mentioned>, <milestone>, <orig>, <pb>, <postBox>,
<postCode>, <reg>, <series>, <sic>, <street>, <time>, and <unclear>

from the textstructure module delete <argument>, <byline>, <closer>, <dateline>,
<epigraph>, <imprimatur>, <opener>, <salute>, <titlePage>, and
<trailer>.

from the figures module delete <cell>, <formula>, <row> and <table>.

We are now ready to generate a schema. Click the Schema tab, and then press Submit, taking the
default option of a RELAXNG compact schema. Your browser will ask whether you want to save or
open the generated file: you should save it into your Desktop directory (the default). Look at the result,
if you feel strong, or experiment with other options of the web application.

Complete this stage by going to the Save tab and saving your work. Do not close the web browser,
we’ll use it again shortly.
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5.2.3 Using your schema in oXygen
You can use oXygen and the file you made earlier to check that you’ve made your schema correctly.
Proceed as follows:

• Open the file you made earlier in oXygen.

• Go to the menu Document, then XML Document and then Associate Schema. Choose the
RELAXNG tab, and locate your schema file (using the middle folder icon on the right to browse).

• If all goes well, oXygen will insert some code to mark the schema location, and attempt to validate
the file. Try inserting some new elements, and you should see a much-reduced collection.

5.2.4 Enhancing your schema
Now let us return to the Roma, and make the schema more constrained, to make sure we get just what
we want in our documents. The example we have chosen is to constrain the allowed values of the type
attribute on <div>, and to make it compulsory.

Go back to Roma. If you have closed the browser, you can restart Roma and load the session
you saved earlier. Go to the Modules tab and click on textstructure in the right-hand column.
Find <div> and click on Change attributes on the right-hand side. This will show you all the
attributes of <div>. Click on type, and you will be able to change its properties:

• Change the Is it optional radio button to make it compulsory

• Change the radio button for Closed list? to make it a closed list

• In the box for List of values, type

cartoon,verse,drama

(ie a list of possible values, separated by commas).

• Click on Submit Query

Now save the schema as before and reload the file in oXygen. There should be a validation error, because
the last <div> in the Punch file has no type attribute.

5.2.5 Documenting your schema with Roma
One of the major benefits of Roma, is that after you have customized your schema it can produce two
ways of documenting the changes you have made. One of these is the ODD file that you saved earlier
(and can save again if you want) which indicates how your schema differs from full TEI, what modules
you have included, what elements you may have added and changed, amongst other things. This is a
good file to keep with your generated schema, in case you need to generate a new schema with additional
elements or constrain it further. It also means that others can generate the schema for your documents
in different schema languages if needed.

You may wish to open the ODD file you saved earlier and see how this format works.
You don’t need to use the web version of Roma to create ODD files, you can just author them by

hand if you are feeling geeky. There is a command-line Roma script which you can use to generate any
of the outputs which the web version produces.

However, since the TEI Guidelines themselves are made up of ODD documents, Roma also allows
you to generate a set documentation for your particular customization of the TEI. You don’t need to
worry about creating the documentation for the existing elements you have included, Roma already
knows about them. If you’ve added new elements you are able to provide descriptions and information
about the element at that point, and Roma will use that. Moreover, if you’ve changed the names of the
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elements or their descriptions (perhaps for reasons of internationalization) it will use the new names you
have provided in the documentation it generates.

You may wish to generate this from the Documentation tab.
This concludes the brief exercises on Roma for customizing the TEI schema. If you have time you

may wish to experiment with making some other customizations to your schema! Some ideas are below.

5.2.6 Other things to try with Roma
1. How do you go about renaming an existing element? What happens in the ODD when you do?

2. How do you add a new element? What namespace does it end up in when you do? How can you
control this?

3. Once you have an ODD, you can generate project-specific documentation. Where would you
put this prose in the ODD file? Try generating some test documentation with additions you have
made.

4. Experiment with starting with different exemplar customization Roma offers. Which do you think
would be best for your project?

5. Save the ODD for the TEI ALL Plus schema – how does this add in schemas from other
namespaces?

6. How do you go about changing the content model of an element? What implications does this
have for your schema? How is it expressed in ODD?

7. Try modifying an ODD ’manually’ in oXygen to include/exclude other elements and then
submitting it to Roma to generate a schema.

5.3 Exercise: editing a TEI file: metadata
From our previous exercise, we have got a valid TEI document, with the minimum required components.
Now let us look at adding some more metadata.

• Replace the contents of <publicationStmt> with

<idno type="gutenberg">24357</idno>
<availability>
<p>This text is freely available for re-use under US and UK law,
consult

your local legal restrictions if elsewhere.</p>
</availability>

to indicate the original catalogue number, and copying conditions.

• Improve the <sourceDesc> by adding a <bibl> explaining where the text came from:

<sourceDesc>
<bibl>
<title level="a">Enigma</title>, <title level="j">Punch: or the

London
Charivari</title>, <date when="1914-07-01">July 1, 1914</date>,

147, p. 6</bibl>
</sourceDesc>
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• Add a <profileDesc> after <fileDesc> and specify which languages you can see. at least:

<langUsage>
<language ident="en">English</language>
</langUsage>

• We can also have a text classification inside the <profileDesc>, something like

<textClass>
<keywords scheme="DD">
<term>English Humour</term>
<term>Magazine</term>

</keywords>
</textClass>

• Finally, look at adding a <revisionDesc> after <fileDesc>, maybe

<revisionDesc>
<change when="2009-03-35"/>
</revisionDesc>

to indicate when you edited the text

Whatever you do, make sure its still valid TEI!

5.4 Exercise: editing a TEI file: names and dates
We have a basic TEI document, but there is a lot more we could do it. There are people, places, and
dates mentioned in the prose. Let us try to mark those up.

• For each name you can recognize (it is often marked in bold or italic) put it into a <name>
element; distinguish between people and places by using the type attribute on <name>. eg

<p>The scene opens at a party given by
<name type="person">Potiphar</name> in <name type="place">Venice</name>.</p>

• One of the paragraphs talks about an event of 1873. This needs marking with a <date>.

• The characters Joseph and Potiphar appear often. Make a new <listPerson> element in the
header inside <sourceDesc> and create <person> elements for Joseph and Potiphar, giving
them xml:id attributes. Link the occurrences of these names to the person using the ref attribute.
eg <person xml:id="JO"> is pointed to by

<name ref="#JO">Joseph</name>

Whatever you do, make sure its still valid TEI!
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5.5 Exercise: using the Image Markup Tool
5.5.1 About the Image Markup Tool
The ‘Image Markup Tool’, or more correctly The UVic Image Markup Tool Project (hereafter IMT),
is a project which produces a tool for the annotation of images. The IMT allows researchers to
annotate portions of images and categorise those annotations. The underlying storage format for these
annotations is a pure subset of TEI P5 XML. The IMT is primarily the creation of Martin Holmes at
the University of Victoria, British Columbia, Canada. For more information please see its website at:
http://www.tapor.uvic.ca/~mholmes/image_markup/.

The goals of the IMT are:

• be simple for novices to use

• load and display a wide variety of different image formats

• allow the user to specify arbitrary rectangles on the image, and associate them with annotations

• allow such rectangles to overlap if the user wishes

• provide mechanisms for bringing overlapped rectangles to the front easily

• allow annotations to be grouped into categories, distinguished by name and appearance, to allow
different classes of annotation

• require no significant knowledge of XML or TEI

• allow the use of complex XML code if the user wishes

• save data in an XML file which conforms to a TEI P5-based schema

• reload data from its own files

• generate a simple "Web view" of the data for display in a browser

• come packaged with an installer, Help file, and basic tutorial

• be simple for novices to use!

This exercise is designed to be fairly free-form, and you should not feel that you have to follow it
too closely as long as you undertake the basic activities. The point of it is to gain some familiarity with
a free (and open source) off-the-shelf tool that produces TEI XML for one specific purpose.

5.5.2 First Steps
1. Load the IMT: When it starts should see two windows, the IMT itself and its ’annotation

window’. Arrange these on the screen by resizing them as you desire.

2. Load an Image: To load an image go to File / Load an image or press Control + l
or the appropriate toolbar button. Note that there is a difference between loading an image and
loading a project. From the network storage of data files we have provided load the the image
’147_15.jpg’. This is a page from Punch magazine.

3. Scale the image: The image will have loaded at 100% zoom. This is likely to be an annoying way
to view the image. Using the dropdown combo box on the left-hand side of the toolbar, scale the
image to such a size as is appropriate for your monitor. Perhaps try 25% to start with, but adjust
as you see fit.

4. Give the whole project a title in the Title textbox just under the toolbar. Perhaps something
like Page 15, of the July 1, 1914, issue of "Punch, or the London
Charivari" might be appropriate.
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5.5.3 Create Some Annotation Categories
You should create some annotation categories before you start annotating your image. To do this select
Categories / Add a new category from the menu or select the appropriate toolbar button. I
would suggest you might want to add three categories for now:

Structural A category to mark the locations of major structural elements

Interpretative A category to mark locations with annotated interpretations

Textual A category to mark the locations and /or provide transcriptions of distinct textual elements

For each of these, you will want to make the ID something sensible sounding, fill in the description,
and choose a different colour from the dropdown menu. Using the default rectangular shape is probably
best.

5.5.4 Add Some Annotation Areas
1. After you’ve made some annotation categories, you should make some annotations in them.

Do this by selecting Annotations / New annotation from the menu or the appropriate
toolbar button.

2. For each annotation move the box which appears in the centre of the image to the appropriate
position and resize it to fit around the portion of the image that you are annotating.

3. Using the ’Structural’ category, create an annotation area that surrounds the header area of the
page (containing the date, journal title, and page number). Give this annotation a title, perhaps
Page Header and put a short description of this area in between the paragraph tags in the
Annotation text box.

4. Provide similar annotations in the structural category for:

• the printed page as a whole

• the section containing the cartoon

• the main textual section

• any other structural components you feel inclined to mark

Note: Your annotation areas can overlap! And to help in displaying them you can control which
areas are being displayed. You may wish to experiment with this before you add too many more
annotation areas.

5.5.5 Look At What You’ve Done!
1. Save your file! Select File / Save from the menu to save your file. I suggest a filename like

’p15-imt.xml’.

2. Open this file in oXygen and examine it.

3. Note the metadata in the <teiHeader>, specifically the use of the <rendition> elements,
and the <appInfo> element.

4. Scroll down further and see how the <facsimile> element has been used.

5. Even further down and you will see some <div> elements which contain the content of the
annotations you have made.
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5.5.6 Add More Annotations
Add some more annotations, this time use the ’Interpretative’ annotation category to say what you think
about various sections of the page image. For example, you may wish to:

• describe the individuals in the two cartoon panels

• explain some of the items in the Militants’ Tariff table

• say what you really think about the themes of the Love’s Logic poem

• provide your own interpretations as to possible meanings of the two text boxes in the cartoon

Add at least a few annotations in this category before moving on to the next section.

5.5.7 Re-examine What You’ve Done!
Save your file and re-examine the resulting XML file to see how the new annotations have been added in.
The more annotations you add, the more <div> elements there will be in the body section and <zone>
elements in the facsimile section.

5.5.8 Generate a ’Web View’
Now that you’ve added a number of annotations, it might be nice to see them in a rendered format.

1. After saving your file again, select File / Save Web view from the menu

2. Choose a name for your html file, perhaps ’p15-imt.html’

3. Open this file in a web browser and have a play. Specifically note that:

• the different sections of the image are highlighted in your chosen colour when you hover
over them

• when you click on them once your annotation appears

• when you double-click on an annotated section, a larger version of it appears (single-click
again to remove)

• you can navigate via the ’Annotations’ box, and your annotations appear as you click on
different items in the list

4. You may also wish to look at the other files you have created in this folder. If you named your
filename ’p15-imt.html’ then you should at least have the following files:

p15-imt.css - A Cascading Style Sheet for displaying the web view

p15-imt.html - The HTML file for your web view

p15-imt.js - The javascript code used in displaying the web view

p15-imt_wv.xml - A copy of the XML project file containing your annotations

p15-imt_wv.xsl - The XSLT stylesheet used to transform the XML above into the HTML above

p15-imt_wv_147_15.jpg - A shrunk down JPEG version of your image for display in the web
view

p15-imt_wv_zoom_147_15.jpg The full-sized JPEG version of your image for zooming display
in the web view

IMT web view is designed as an example transformation. One can take the XML, javavscript, CSS and
XSLT and further customise them directly to create a web interface to your image(s) that blends in with
your website.
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5.5.9 Add a Textual Transcription
If you were using the IMT for real, to create a multi-page annotated edition, you might cut-and-paste
the IMT markup into your existing XML file. That is really outside the scope of this exercise.

However, if you want, you can easily do the reverse:

1. add an annotation area using the ’Textual’ annotation category around the poem "Love’s Logic"

2. open a copy of 1914_July_1.xml in oXygen

3. find the transcribed text of the poem (try searching for ’LOGIC’) and copy-and-paste the entire
<div type=’verse’> into the annotation text box, replacing the paragraph that was there.
Save the annotation.

5.5.10 Re-examine What You’ve Done, Again!
Save your project file again, as above, open up the p15-imt.xml file in oXygen and see how the poem
you pasted in has been recorded in the file.

5.5.11 Re-Generate a ’Web View’
Regenerated the ’web view’ as above, reload the file in your web browser, and select the annotation you
have just created to see the affect this has.

5.5.12 Further Work
Other things you may wish to explore or think about if you have time, or at a later date, include:

1. How do you delete an annotation?

2. How do you move an annotation from one category to another?

3. What happens to annotations when you delete their category?

4. What happens to annotations when you import a different resolution image of the same page?

5. What sections of a saved IMT XML file do you need to cut and paste into your exist TEI XML
file to have that file work with IMT?

6. How many annotations are too many to be useful for one category? How many categories are too
many to be useful for one image?

7. IMT can be run entirely off a usb flash key ... how might that be useful?

8. How can you create thumbnail images of all or part of the image with IMT? Why might you want
to?

9. How does the IMT schema differ from the full tei_all schema?

10. How could you use IMT with your materials?

5.6 Exercise: using XSLT in oXygen
5.6.1 First steps
For this purpose, use the finished Punch document for July 1st 1914, in the directory
Punch/147/1914_July_1 on your network drive. Load it into oXygen and check that it is
well-formed.

Transformations are run in oXygen by pressing the icon like this: . The first time you do
this, you should be offered a choice of built-in options:
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.
From these, choose ‘TEI P5 HTML’ and click on Transform now.

The transformation is run, and the default web browser is fired up with the resulting web page.
Check that this looks like a plausible rendition, and that links work etc.

5.6.2 Working with XPath
You can explore the Punch file (or other XML file of your choice!) by typing XPath expressions into the
box at the top left:

.
If you use XPath 2.0 (the default), you can put in expressions such as //figure without a namespace
prefix. If you use XPath 1.0, you have to first set up the namespace by pressing the small icon to the
right of the XPath box:
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and linking the prefix tei with the namespace http://www.tei-c.org/ns/1.0. It is probably
easier for this exercise to stay with XPath 2.0 and use unprefixed element names.

Type //figure into the box, and select one of the results listed in the window at the bottom. You
should see something like this:

.

Try to locate:

• All the head elements inside figure elements

• All the name elements which do not have a rend attribute.

• The foreign words (marked as <foreign>)

• The sections (<div>) which more than 5 paragraphs

• Paragraphs which contain the word ‘Dogs’

5.6.3 Trying the PDF rendering
• Load the file stalky.xml into oXygen, and choose the TEI P5 to PDF transform scenario (press

the ‘Configure Transfomation Scenario’ icon, ). If all goes well, your browser wil load a PDF
rendering in due course.

• Now set the parameter Institution to ‘Oxford Summer School’ and rerun the transformation.
See the difference?

• More dramatically, change columnCount to have the value 2, and see what happens then.

• Set parIndent to ‘0em’ and parSkip to ‘2pt’

• Finally, change pageWidth to ‘1755mm’, change columnCount back to 1, run the transform,
and check that the page width is lessened.
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5.6.4 Going further with parameters of the HTML
Try some of these changes to the HTML rendering of Punch, by setting parameters, and check the
results:

• Set autoToc to ‘false’

• Set numberHeadings to false

• Set pageLayout to ‘CSS’

• Set numberParagraphs to ‘true’

5.6.5 Feeling strong?
Download the TEI OpenOffice filters by following links from http://tei.sf.net (or
go direct to http://sourceforge.net/project/showfiles.php?group_id=
106328&package_id=197808&release_id=587974). That will be a .jar file for TEI
P5. Do not open that, but save it on disk. Start OpenOffice, make a new text document, then go
to Tools/XML Filter Settings and choose Open Package. Point it at the .jar file you
downloaded, close that dialogue, go back to the text document and try ‘Save As . . . TEI P5’.
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